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Dielectric-loaded surface plasmon polariton waveguides on a finite-width
metal strip
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and A. Dereux
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We investigate the guiding properties of a dielectric-loaded surface plasmon polariton waveguide on
a finite-width metal strip. The guided mode is characterized by leakage radiation microscopy for
different metal strip widths. We show a strong mode attenuation for metal strip widths below
1.75 �m at telecom wavelength �=1.55 �m. We estimate the minimal width using numerical
methods and propose an original interpretation. Good agreement with the measured data is achieved.
The determination of this critical width is a prerequisite for designing miniaturized plasmonics
devices. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3300839�

During the past years, there has been an increasing effort
for the realization of plasmon-based components integrated
on a substrate. Such devices present a high bandwidth and
can overcome data transfer limitation currently existing in
electronic circuitry. Surface plasmon polaritons �SPP� result
from the electromagnetic wave coupling to surface density of
charges. Therefore, these modes are naturally confined near
the metal surface and are an alternative to standard electro-
optical circuitry. Various plasmonic waveguide configura-
tions have been investigated in the past decade: metallic
nanorod,1,2 strip,3,4 slit,5 V-grooves,6 and hybrid plasmonic
waveguides.7 Among them, the dielectric loaded surface
plasmon polariton waveguide �DLSPPW� consists of a rect-
angular dielectric strip deposited on a metallic film.8 The
dielectric strip induces lateral confinement of the guided
mode, in addition to the intrinsic subwavelength vertical con-
finement of the SPP. Depending on the dielectric material
properties, various functionalities are expected.9–11 More-
over, this simple configuration can be easily fabricated using
lithography techniques so that it is a benchmark for studying
plasmonic waveguide properties.

An important point concerns the integration of the
polymer/metal film structure onto the surface, which requires
to minimize the metal-strip width. Moreover, since the me-
tallic strip can support both electrical and plasmonics signals,
it is highly desirable to determine the widths of the metal
strip compatible with plasmon waveguiding as well as elec-
trodes using. DLSPPW on finite metal strips have been nu-
merically studied recently.12 It was shown that the metallic
strip should be larger than 3 �m to support a guided mode at
telecom wavelength. This behavior clearly indicates that DL-
SPPW modes result from the confinement of metal/air SPP
that imposes a lower limit for the width of the metal strip.3,13

In this letter, we experimentally investigate this effect using
leakage radiation microscopy �LRM� �Ref. 10� and propose a
simple and original interpretation.

The considered configuration is schematically repre-
sented in Fig. 1�a�. The polymethylmethacrylate �PMMA�
strip parameters were chosen since they correspond to the
optimized waveguide parameters for monomodal conditions

with a good mode confinement factor.10,15 The gold film
thickness ensures efficient characterization by leakage radia-
tion microscopy.

The samples are fabricated using a two-level UV-
lithography process with a Süss Microtech MJB4 mask
aligner in the vacuum contact mode. First, we realized 50 nm
thick gold strips of width w3 varying from 1 to 3.75 �m. In
the second lithography level, a wavelength of 250 nm is used
to fabricate the 600 nm�600 nm PMMA strip onto each
gold strip. This step is critical and requires high precision as
the 600 nm large DLSPPW must be centered on a, e.g.,
1 �m, metal strip. Figures 1�b�–1�d� show scanning electron
micrograph �SEM� images of the obtained structures. All the
PMMA strips have a width of 600�20 nm. They are cen-
tered onto the gold strips with an accuracy better than 60 nm.
The polymer strips height is t=600 nm, as checked using
atomic force microscopy.

These DLSPPWs are then optically characterized by
leakage radiation microscopy.10 A transverse-magnetic �TM�-
polarized infrared laser beam is focused on the tapered re-
gion ��=1.55 �m�. Figure 2 shows the intensity recorded in
the Fourier and image planes. In the Fourier plane �Fig.
2�a��, the two arcs of circles at propagation constants �
�k0 �effective index neff=� /k0=1� and �=1.46k0 �neff

=1.46� correspond to the gold/air SPP and the planar mode
TM0 supported in the large PMMA region, respectively. The
horizontal line at effective index neff=1.27�0.01 reveals a
mode guided along the waveguide.10 This mode propagation
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FIG. 1. �Color online� DLSPPW configuration with the corresponding no-
tations. The polymer ridge �t=w2=600 nm� lies on a metallic strip �thick-
ness d=50 nm� atop a glass substrate. Refractive indices are given at �
=1.55 �m �Ref. 14�. ��b�–�d�� SEM of the studied DLSPPWs ��b�: large
view including the excitation taper, ��c� and �d��: PMMA strip centered onto
a 3.75 �m �c� or 1.00 �m �d� metallic strip�.
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is also visible in the image plane, with a characteristic propa-
gation length LSPP=19.5�2 �m. We have repeated these
measurement for all gold strips widths.

Figure 3�a� presents the mode propagation length as a
function of the metal width. We also plot the calculated val-
ues obtained using either the differential12 or Green’s dyad
method,16 demonstrating a rather good agreement between
measured and calculated propagation lengths. A critical gold
strips width appears at w3

min=1.75 �m. This critical value is
lower than the value calculated in Ref. 12. This difference is
only due to the different gold dielectric constant used here.14

Below w3
min, the propagation length dramatically drops. The

mode profiles are represented on Figs. 3�b� and 3�c�. In case
of a narrow gold strip, the guided mode strongly interacts
with the metallic strip corners and strong losses also clearly
appear into the substrate. We discuss hereafter the origin of

this minimal width necessary to ensure good mode propaga-
tion length.

For this purpose, we consider the effective index model,
recently adapted to the DLSPPW configuration.15 Effective
index model relies on a representation of the two-
dimensional strip geometry to an equivalent one-dimensional
�1D� slab geometry. Specifically, the w2� t PMMA strip on
gold waveguiding structure is assimilated to a symmetric
slab waveguide of width w2. The core index is the gold/
PMMA SPP effective index nAu/PMMA that takes into account
the dielectric thickness t �nAu/PMMA=1.449 for t=600 nm�.
The clad index is the gold/air effective index nAu/air �nAu/air

=1.005�. We claim that the gold strip width should be larger
than the guided mode extension to keep good propagation
properties. Figure 4 represents the slab mode profile. The
mode intensity is negligible �less than 1% its maximum
value� outside a region of 1.8 �m in agreement with the
critical value w3

min observed above. The exact DLSPPW
mode profile calculated on Fig. 3�b� for a w3=1 �m gold
strip confirms that the plasmon mode strongly interacts with
the gold strip corners. This interaction with the gold corners
cannot be described within the 1D effective index model, so
that it fails to evaluate the mode propagation length when
applied to narrow gold strips. Note also that effective index
approximation that considers finite gold films presents a
mode effective index decrease at small widths13 in contradic-
tion with the calculated one �Fig. 5�. However, when it is
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FIG. 2. �Color online� LRM observation of the propagation along the wave-
guide in the �a� Fourier plane and in the �b� image plane. In �b�, the gold/
SPP mode and the TM0 mode are used to calibrate the Fourier plane. The
gold strip width is w3=3.50 �m.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Propagation length of the guided mode for dif-
ferent metal strip widths. The measured values and numerical simulation
using differential method and Green method are represented. Effective index
model leads to a constant propagation length 21.8�0.1 �m �not shown�.
��b� and �c�� The mode intensity profiles are presented for a narrow �b� and
large gold strip �c�.
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FIG. 4. Mode intensity profile obtained applying the effective index model
to a 600 nm�600 nm PMMA strip on a infinitely extended 50 nm gold
film. The slab equivalent to the DLSPPW is described on the figure.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Effective index of the DLSPPW guided mode calcu-
lated using Green’s dyad method, as a function of the gold strip width.
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applied to a PMMA strip on a extended gold film, this quan-
titatively reproduces the SPP mode extension. Since no SPP
mode can be supported outside the metal, this mode exten-
sion indicates the minimal metallic film size.

In addition, this plasmon mode extension imposes a
supplementary condition on the dielectric strip position on
the finite gold film. Indeed, the gold/air regions located on
each side of the PMMA strip should also be sufficient to
support the plasmon mode. To check this, we fabricated
PMMA strip �500 nm height and 900 nm width� on a gold
strip. In case of PMMA strip approximately centered on a
large gold strip �w3=3.75 �m�, we measured LSPP

=19.4�1.9 �m. It drops to LSPP=15.5�0.8 �m for a
PMMA strip having an edge at 550 nm from the edge of a
2.5 �m wide gold strip.

In conclusion, dielectric waveguides lying on finite
metal strips have been fabricated and then numerically and
experimentally characterized. We demonstrate that strong
DLSPPW mode attenuation for narrow metal strips. A simple
model is discussed that quantitatively estimates the minimal
metal width above which the mode propagation length is
maximized. The agreement between numerical simulations,
measured propagation lengths and this simple model clearly
demonstrate that the guided mode is a plasmon mode. Fi-
nally, we observed strong field localization at the metal edge.
This phenomenon will be investigated in the very near fu-
ture.
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